DIAZ GIVES WAY ON MAIN POINTS; PEACE IN SIGHT?

President of Mexico Promises Effective Reform of the Electoral Laws.

AGREES TO SINGLE TERM

Relative of Revolutionary Leader on Way to Meet Emissary of Executive of Southern Republic.

WORD OF ABADRO IS FINAL

[Image of a political cartoon]

SUMMARY OF THE NEWS

FRIDAY, APRIL 2D

WEATHER.

RECORD LOWS IN Temperature (Continued)

Maximuny.... 18.2 Max 26.C Max. 28.6 Max. 32.2

MINIMUM......... 9.2 Min 16.0 Min 16.8 Min 20.4

TELEPHONE CENTRAL 102

POLITICAL.

[News article about political events and figures]

POLICE.

[News article about police and law enforcement]

FIRE.

[News article about fire and emergency services]
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